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Matthews China Small Companies Fund
Q

What is the objective of the Matthews China Small Companies Fund?

The Matthews China Small Companies Fund seeks long-term capital appreciation
by investing primarily in small companies in China. China includes its administrative and other districts, such as Hong Kong.
A

Q

How do you define small companies?

Typically, Matthews China Small Companies Fund invests in companies that
have a market capitalization between US$100 million to US$3 billion at the
time of purchase. We are able, however, to invest in companies as large as the largest
company in the benchmark—the MSCI China Small Cap Index.
A

Q

What is the appeal of investing in China’s smaller companies?

Small-cap companies in China are at the forefront of the country’s economic
shift away from fixed asset investments toward innovation, consumption and
services. Small-cap companies tend to thrive in productivity- and value-enhancing
industries such as automation, health care, e-commerce and education. These areas are
underrepresented in large-cap-oriented benchmarks and portfolios. We believe these
small-cap companies have the entrepreneurial spirit and flexibility to recognize and
respond to changing local market trends, including changing patterns of consumption.
A

Figure 1. Small Businesses Play an Important Role in China’s Economy
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Q

What type of companies are you looking to identify?

Through rigorous on-the-ground research and due diligence, in a market that
is relatively uncovered by the sell-side research community, we aim to identify
quality businesses run by disciplined management teams that can grow sustainably and
survive over a full market cycle. The portfolio invests in asset-light businesses with low
leverage. These companies tend to have faster average earnings growth and higher average return in invested capital compared with the overall China small-cap equity market.
A
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Q

What makes China’s smaller companies attractive
investments?

A

Smaller companies in China may lack access
to capital, meaning they must be more competitive,
innovative and capital-efficient than their larger peers
both to survive and thrive. This capital efficiency can
drive a strong return on invested capital. While smaller
companies in China are perceived to be a higher risk
investment, the historical volatility of Chinese small
caps has been lower than the overall Chinese equity
universe and even the U.S. small-cap universe. In our
opinion, small companies provide opportunities for
higher growth at lower valuation because they are less
well-known. This allows active managers to uncover
opportunities among high-quality companies with good
corporate governance at lower valuations.

Figure 2. China’s Small Company Universe is Expanding for
Foreign Investors
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Q

The Fund focuses on innovative, efficient and
sustainable growth companies, with an emphasis
on businesses oriented toward domestic demand and
rising income levels. The structural attributes of the
portfolio include a consistent overweight allocation in
the consumer and health care sectors, as well as selective
businesses within the industrials and information
technology sectors. In addition, the Fund generally is
structurally underweight in companies with cyclical
business models, such as those in the materials sector.
A

Q

Is innovation a key consideration when selecting
stocks for the portfolio?

Yes, it is an important consideration when we look
to invest in small companies in China. Smaller
companies don’t have much capital to compete with their
larger peers. The most sustainable way of winning against
the bigger companies, therefore, is through sustainable
innovation. This could be a technology innovation that
results in an intellectual-property moat or a business-model
innovation where the smaller company has figured out a
better way to do business.
A

Q

How big is China’s universe of small-capitalization
companies?

Approximately 4,300 companies domiciled in
China have a market capitalization of less than
US$3 billion.
A

Q

What is your investment process?

At Matthews Asia, we employ a fundamental,
bottom-up investment process. We seek to identify
companies with sustainable long-term growth prospects,
strong business models, quality management teams and
reasonable valuations. We believe this bottom-up process
is particularly well-suited for the small-cap asset class.
A
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On which areas of the small-cap market does the
Fund focus?
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Includes all companies domiciled in Hong Kong, Macau and mainland China with market cap of US$50MN
to US$3BN. 2007 figures do not include companies listed on the Shanghai or Shenzhen exchanges as they
were not available to foreign investors at the time.
Source: Sources: FactSet Research Systems and Bloomberg as of August 31, 2017

Our pool of potential candidates for the portfolio is
comprised of almost 4,300 companies. As most of these
companies are not widely covered by sell-side analysts, we
first screen for companies with these attributes: return on
invested capital, sales growth, gross margins, liquidity and
net debt to equity. We then employ technical analysis to
identify a subset of around 300 to 350 companies. In the
next stage, we conduct a deeper analysis into the industry
dynamics and secular growth trends in China in order to
identify sectors, subsectors and companies that we believe
offer the most attractive long-term growth potential.
These measures of attractiveness include: relative independence from government regulation and changes in
policy; parts of the economy that offer long-term growth
prospects; sectors that have the ability to benefit from
pricing power; and sectors that have lower competition.
This narrows our investment universe down to some 100+
companies for potential inclusion in the portfolio.
Q

How do you then construct the portfolio?

Once a quality company and management team
has been identified, we consider valuation from
multiple angles, including measuring the value of the
company’s business as a whole in order to determine
whether the current entry point is sensible, both in the
context of its current business, and its future growth
prospects. In constructing the portfolio, our position sizes
are determined by several factors such as liquidity, valuations and our conviction in corporate fundamentals. Our
portfolio is benchmark-agnostic and is fairly concentrated.
We tend to have 40 to 60 holdings with position weightings typically ranging between 1% and 5%. While we
put no upper limit on the holding size, a typically highconviction holding size is higher than 2.5%.
A
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We believe benchmarks are backward-looking and do
not accurately reflect how China’s economy and society
will develop. While we are mindful of diversification, it
does not dictate our portfolio construction decisions. The
outcome of this approach is a high active share of more
than 90%.
Q

What happens when a company grows to the size
that no longer can be considered “small cap”?

The Fund’s portfolio managers are disciplined
about reallocating capital once certain holdings
become mid-cap companies. The overall aim is to build a
balanced portfolio of companies that come from China’s
diverse markets and sectors. For those in the same sector,
we look to diversify across subsectors.
A

Q

How important is meeting with management?

Meeting with management is a critical component
of our investment process. Over 2,800 actively
traded small companies in China lack any analyst coverage. With little or no broker coverage of Chinese smallcap companies, our analysis is comparable to what would
be done on a typical private-equity investment—using
rigorous due diligence to uncover the many untapped
high-quality opportunities in this space. The aim of
the portfolio managers is to peel away the layers of the
company in order to understand the cohesiveness of its
past, present and future. As part of this, we aim to meet
with a company’s management team before investing in
it. A sense of trust in the team is of central importance. A
key aspect is to understand management’s strategic vision
and how it expects to deliver on its expectations for its
product or service innovation. We also assess the founder’s
background for experience and integrity in order to judge
the overall governance of the firm.
A

Q

What is your investment horizon when investing
in smaller companies?

Contrary to many investors in small-cap stocks,
we aim to extend our investment horizon to a
minimum of three years and ideally to five years or
longer when investing in a business.
A

Q

What’s a key misconception an investor may have
about China’s small companies?

There are misconceptions about the level of
volatility in China’s small-cap market. In fact,
China’s small-cap stocks tend to be less volatile than
large-cap Chinese stocks because they are more macroagnostic and carry less debt. More surprisingly, compared
with U.S. small caps as represented by the Russell 2000
Index, Chinese small caps were less volatile, had higher
return on equity (ROE) and lower leverage ratios.* We
continue to believe that small caps in China offer very
attractive risk-adjusted return potential compared with
equity markets globally.
A

Q

What risk measurement tools do you use?

We seek to directly address the risks of investing
in China’s smaller companies within our research
and due diligence process. This includes corporate
governance oversight, limited product lines, markets or
financial resources, dependency upon key individuals
or lack of management depth, limited access to capital,
or limited stock liquidity. We believe that embedding
risk management in the due diligence process can help
to mitigate risk and contribute to a portfolio with lower
volatility than the overall small-cap market.
A

Q

What experience does Matthews Asia have
investing in China’s smaller companies?

For more than 20 years, Matthews Asia has
provided investors with access to opportunities
created by China’s profound economic transformation. We have invested across the market-cap spectrum,
including smaller companies, since the launch of the
Matthews China strategy in 1998. Our experience across
market cycles provides us with a thorough understanding of what it takes for companies to be successful in the
rapidly changing Chinese economy.
A

Q

What experience does the Lead Manager have
investing in small companies in China?

Tiffany Hsiao, CFA, is the Lead Manager of the
Matthews China Small Companies strategy, and
has 15 years of industry experience researching and
investing in Chinese equities, as well as innovative
companies across the technology and services sectors in
Asia. Tiffany joined Matthews Asia in 2014 and has been
Lead Manager of the Fund since July 2015. In addition to
support from a 45-strong investment team at Matthews
Asia, Tiffany is supported by Co-Manager Kenichi Amaki.
Kenichi also is the Lead Manager of the Matthews
Japan Fund and co-manages the Matthews Asia Small
Companies Fund.
A

Q

Why should investors consider this fund?

The Matthews China Small Companies Fund
provides investors with exposure to a growing
universe of small companies that account for an
increasingly meaningful share of China’s economic growth.
Through participation in the Fund, investors can gain
access to private sector entrepreneurialism and transforma
tional areas of China’s economy, such as the burgeoning
services and consumer sectors that we believe will drive
China’s growth during the coming decades. The Fund
may be suitable for risk-tolerant investors seeking greater
exposure to China’s long-term economic development and
looking to supplement their existing portfolio of Asian or
Emerging Market equities.
A

*Between 2008 and 2017. Chinese small-capitalization stocks as represented by the MSCI China Small Cap Index.
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Contact Matthews Asia
To learn more about Matthews Asia or how the
Matthews Asia Funds can complement your
globally diversified portfolio, please call
800.789.ASIA or visit matthewsasia.com.

Disclosures
You should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Matthews Asia Funds before
making an investment decision. A prospectus or summary prospectus with this and other information about the Funds
may be obtained by visiting matthewsasia.com. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing as it explains the
risks associated with investing in international and emerging markets.
Investing in international and emerging markets may involve additional risks, such as social and political instability, market illiquidity,
exchange-rate fluctuations, a high level of volatility and limited regulation. Fixed income investments are subject to additional risks,
including, but not limited to, interest rate, credit and inflations risks. In addition, single-country and sector strategies may be subject
to a higher degree of market risk than diversified strategies because of concentration in a specific industry, sector or geographic
location. Investing in small companies is more risky and more volatile than investing in large companies.
Investment team members in this report include employees of Matthews Asia and its subsidiaries.
Active Share is calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference between portfolio holdings and benchmark weights, summing all of these
differences, and dividing by two. The calculation will result in an active share number between 0%, which indicates the portfolio perfectly replicates the
benchmark, and 100%, which indicates there is no overlap whatsoever between the portfolio and the index. Active Share for is calculated by comparing
the Fund’s holdings to its benchmark as of July 31, 2017. Active Share was calculated including cash held in the Fund.
The views and information discussed herein are as of the date of publication, are subject to change and may not reflect current views. The views
expressed represent an assessment of market conditions at a specific point in time, are opinions only and should not be relied upon as investment
advice regarding a particular investment or markets in general. Such information does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell specific
securities or investment vehicles. Investment involves risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value of an investment in the Fund
can go down as well as up. The information contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate at the time of
compilation, but no representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any of this information. Matthews
International Capital Management, LLC (“Matthews Asia”) does not accept any liability for losses either direct or consequential caused by the use of
this information.
Indexes are unmanaged and it is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Index Definitions
The MSCI China Small Cap Index is a free float–adjusted market capitalization–weighted small cap index of the Chinese equity securities markets,
including H shares listed on the Hong Kong Exchange, B shares listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges, and Hong Kong-listed securities
known as Red Chips (issued by entities owned by national or local governments in China) and P Chips (issued by companies controlled by individuals
in China and deriving substantial revenues in China).
The MSCI China Index is a free float–adjusted market capitalization–weighted index of Chinese equities that include China-affiliated corporations and
H shares listed on the Hong Kong exchange, and B shares listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges.
The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the small-capitalization segment of the U.S. stock market.
Matthews Asia Funds are distributed in the United States by Foreside Funds Distributors LLC
©2017 Matthews International Capital Management, LLC		
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